Data Transfer Instructions
Data transfer instructions are the instructions which transfers data in the microprocessor. They are
also called copy instructions.
Following is the table showing the list of data transfer instructions:

In the table,
R stands for register
M stands for memory
r.p. stands for register pair
Branching Instructions
Branching instructions refer to the act of switching execution to a different instruction sequence as
a result of executing a branch instruction.
The three types of branching instructions are:
• Jump (unconditional and conditional)
• Call (unconditional and conditional)
• Return (unconditional and conditional)
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Jump Instructions
The jump instruction transfers the program sequence to the memory address given in the operand
based on the specified flag.
Jump instructions are of two types:
Unconditional Jump Instructions
Conditional Jump Instructions.
Unconditional Jump Instructions:
Transfers the program sequence to the described memory address.

Conditional Jump Instructions
Transfers the program sequence to the described memory address only if the condition in satisfied.

Call Instructions
The call instruction transfers the program sequence to the memory address given in the operand.
Before transferring, the address of the next instruction after CALL is pushed onto the stack.
Call instructions are 2 types:
Unconditional Call Instructions and Conditional Call Instructions.
Unconditional Call Instructions
It transfers the program sequence to the memory address given in the operand.
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Conditional Call Instructions
Only if the condition is satisfied, the instructions executes.

Return Instructions
The return instruction transfers the program sequence from the subroutine to the calling program.
Return instructions are 2 types:
Unconditional Return Instructions and Conditional Return Instructions.
Unconditional Return Instruction
The program sequence is transferred unconditionally from the subroutine to the calling program.

Conditional Return Instruction
The program sequence is transferred conditionally from the subroutine to the calling program only
if the condition is satisfied.
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Difference between CALL and JUMP instructions
CALL instruction is used to call a subroutine. Subroutines are often used to perform tasks that
need to be performed frequently. The JMP instruction is used to skip some part of program.
The differences Between CALL and JUMP instructions are:

Reset Accumulator
There are 4 instructions to reset the accumulator in 8085. These instructions are:

MVI A, 00: instruction copies 00 to A.
ANI 00: instruction performs bit by bit AND operation of source operand (i.e. 00) to the destination operand (i.e. the accumulator A) and store the result in accumulator A.
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XRA A:instruction performs XOR operation between source operand and destination operand and
store the result in the accumulator. Here, source and destination operand both are same i.e. A.
Therefore, the result after performing XOR operation, stored in the accumulator is 00.
SUB A:operation subtracts the contents of source operand (here, source register is A) from the contents of accumulator and store the result in the accumulator itself. Since, the source and destination
operand are same. Therefore, accumulator A = 00.
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